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worZd Zooked upon David Hilbert
as the greatest mathematician Ziving in
the first decadeP of the twientieth century. "· ·- - Hermann fveyZ [1] .
~he

There is probably no one 't'Tho exerted as great an influence
on the development of twentieth century mathematics as David
Hilbert.

His deep insight; his creative polf;er and his broad

interest in

matha~atical

sciences made him one of the most

impressive contributors to the subject.

Yet these attributes

and achievements, shared and accomplished at least as much
by Poincare [2]
Riemann [3]

and-some \vould perhaps argue

arid Gauss [ 4

J,

~

more by

\<Jere but part of the reason

that gave him lasting radiance and permanent status in
Mathematics.

It l'Jas the fortuitous combination of Gottingen

the institution:· and Hilbert the scientific personality
that brought together aspring and established mathematicians
to the German University vvhere much of the mathematics of
this century ~as subsequently created.
Youth.

David Hilbert was born on January 23, 1862, in

Wehlau, near Konigsberg [51

P.

the capital of East Prussia.

His father v;as a judge in th,e city of I<onigberg, and David
spent his childhood in this city \'·Ihich e.arned farne in
mathematics through the '~ Konigsberg Bridge Problem~~ solved
a century_ earlier by Euler [6]

The most r:evered historical

figure in the minds and hearts of "Konigsbergers'; was the
philosopher Im.i'nanuel Y.ant [ 7 ] , a native son, 'IA!hose words

·~
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~lThe

greatest "Vronders are the starry heavens above me and
the moral lat"l within ne 1; ~ must have been repeated to David
on many occassions.
David went to school at the age of eight, t\<ro years
later than the usual starting age.

The education included

the study of German and Roman scriptsu stories from the
Bible, and simple aritht:1etic like subtraction and

multi~

plication.
After b1o years' preparatory work, he entered the royal
Friedrichskolleg G1~nasium [8) , reputed to be the best
in Konigsb erg. The Gymnasium, •,\Tith its strict emphasis on
the study of Latin and Greek; provideclyoung Hilbert \'lith little
comfort.

Learning by memory was always stressed, and not

much opportunity was given for independent thinking.

To

him this v-ras all the more painful since his linguistic and
retentive abilities 'ltmre perhaps belm·; average. The only
subject in which he found delight vms mc.thematics because
it required no memo:tization.

It v1as " eas~.{ and effortiess 1.,

.

Already at this time he \vas considered a bit '"V7eird ~~ .
~·:'hile ';his n:other j.-,r rote li.:Ls school essays :tor him, he could on
1

the other hand explain mathematics problems to his teachers.
Nobody really understood him at home. n (see
took on a brighter colour

~.~~Then

t91 ) .

Life

he transferred at the beginning

of his last gymnasium year (1879) to the Filhelm Gunnasium
~.:Jhich

emphasized more mathe...-natics and encourage originality.

In the a ·. ·mual report, the teacher noted that David shm•Jed
in mathematics " a very lively interest and a penetrating
understanding'~ [8]

~· the first sign of the future mathe -

matician.
In the fall of 1880, Hilbert entered the University of
Konigsberg ~'lh:ich, by its sci en tif ic tradition, 'i.'las one of
the most distinguished universities at the time. The mathe~
maticians v1ho had taught these included Jacobi [ 10] - the
11
sec(tt.Jd best'~ (after Gauss) mathematician in Europe, Richelot
c•
the successor of Jacobi and the di s coverer of '{.•7eierstrass

·~
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(11] , and Franz UctL'llann [12]- the founder of the first
institute of theoretical physics at a German university
and the originator of the seminar format.

But the greatest

benefit 'Nhich Hilbert derived from the University "ras
the chance :meeting uith t\'10 young mathematicians rUnkowski
[13] and Hurt'litz [14] ·;,w ho .'t·ror.:::l de.stined to b-ecome· .his life long
friends and to influence most greatly his mathematical
career.
In the spring of 1882s the shy and boyish, seventeen
year~old

Hermann :1inkovmki came to Konigsberg after

studying for a year at the University of Berlin.

Despite

his ycu:thful. age, he had already won a mathematical prize
at Berlin and had just concluded a deep mathematical investigation into a problem in the theory of numbers.
the year that he \•lent to

I~onigsberg v

In

the Paris Academy was

considering this v·.rork for the Grand Priz des Sciences
?1athematiques.
(~'lith

The announcement that he '"as a

co~"'Jinner

the British mathe1natician Eenry Smith) of the Grand

Prix came in the spring of 1883.

J:1inko\>,rski:

no~.,

an instant sensation in the city of Konigsberg.

18, caused
Eilhert,

\·Those mathematical abilities 't'lere yet to shoH, became
friends with Hinkowski despite his father's caution on
· irapertinence by associating "'1ith '"such a famous man.

n

The tV>lO found com1non traits in each other, discussed and
pursued mathematics together, and soon shared the

con~

viction that 'ievery definite mathematical problem must
necessarily be susceptible of an exact settlement, either
in the form of an actual ans,,• er · to the ouestion asked 1
or by the proof of the impossibility of its solution
and therefore the necessary failure of all

atte.rnpts'~.

9

In.the spring of 1884p 25 ·~years-old Adolf Eurwitz
arrived at !{onigsb~rg fr·' m G0ttingcn. re~· 'i<73!S· tQ ~~k~~ up the

[15] .

job ·o f an Extraordinarius
•found the

ne\'l

Irrunediately Hilbert

teacher 'unpretentions in his out'tiTard

~
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appearance' but sav-1 that 'his \·lise and gay eyes testified
as to his spirit.

1

l

'

The t~f!O students soon set up

[9] •

a close relationship \'>Tit:h. the young teacher and it vras
around this time that the legendary 1 apple tree 'l,t~alk q ; \'Jhich
they had ever:.t.• afternoon at five o 9 clock r began.
hm;~r

This v1as

mathematical knmdedge wa.s instilled into the minds of

the two aspring youths.

In his obituary on Hurwitz, Hilbert

1

recalled that ' on innumerable \'Talks , at times undertaken
day by day u

'1:-Je

brm1sed in the course of eight years through

every corner of mathenatical science.

Fe engrossed

our ~

selves in the actual problems of tho mathematics of the
time ; exchanged our ne,.vly acquired understandings, our
thoughts and scientific plans ; and forme d a friendship for
life. ''

11

And

ourselves so

'11\Te did not believe that l·ve

~,.rould

ever bring

far. ~'

In late \'linter, 1885, Hilb ert received his Doctor of
Philosophy degreeu having written a diss e rtation in invariant
theory and passed an oral examination.

That summer, Min -

kmr7ski also received his doctor v s degree but left iro.mediately for
his year in the army.

As Hilb ert was not called up for

military service r Hurwitz suggested that he went to the
University of Leipzig to uork under the renowned figur·e
Felix Klein [16) . Klein , who was then only 36, had
accomplished distinguished :nathematical Horks.
an Ordinariut (a full professor (see
age of 23.
functions

[1s] ))

He became

at the young

His achievements in the theory of automorphic
~·

combining geometry u number theory u group theory,

invariant theoryu and algebra under one roof - had been
unrivaled until a French mathematician Henri Poincare unleashed
his series of papers ' on that ·.:subject.

This started an unofficial

competition betv1een the b;o and led eventually to a deep
mental depression and nervous breakdmm of Klein.
Klein had just recovered from this misfortune when
Hilbert visited Leipzig.
each other

'~ras

apparent..

The
11

a~~iration

that they had for

\I.Jhen I heard hin

lecture,~~

said

raein years later, 'l i k.noF irmnediately that he was the coming
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::uar.. in mathematics."

[9]

In the spring of 1886 r Hilbert

~"Jent

to Paris uncle:: the

suggestion of Klein, to "master all the results of (the
young talents of tho Prenc;1) in on1er to go beyond

them.~~

That same year, Klein -.;qas offered am.~ accepted a prof<~·~

[91

ssorship at the University -o::: Gettinger: ·· the institut:ton
't,"Jhich enshrined, above all else r the brilli.:J.nt mathenatics
of Gauss v Dirichlet [ 17]

1

and ::u_enann.

The next year Eilbert returned to Konigsberg to
prepare ~L-nsel£ for ~-r:Iabj.litationob (see [15] ) Ee ~.;as
a\;1 arded this title \'dthi.n a D.onth, and began to lecture

on various topic::; in mathematics to a small group of
student~

t-·•ho cared to pay hir'l by attending his classes.

vas nm:r ltJOrJd.ng on

th(.~

Ee

famous probler:t in invariant
·~-

theory callec. 'Gor0.an e s Prohlei"1 1

to look for a

finitE~

'l:asis in ar! ir:.f inj te s:ystG:'l of forr<lD.
I~ilhGrt

In 'Jec·:::l111:'er, 18 8 8;

i-,a.rnc.

solution. cf Gordar. 's ProbleR.
he o))tz:tine;:', ·t;:.e proof
"~.eras

th,1t it

u.nd ;,'; eird

'?lUhl isb.0-d a complete

Yet

th.~ m~t:h8d

by ~-;hich

so unconvetj_onal ar:L revolutionary

T,_•.J.s

branC:.ed vu.rj_ously as bcinJ uncomfortable; sinister p
Gradual acceptance of the ;::roof did come f

o

'I'l1c founder of invariant theory; :\rthur Cayle:_r

to

~1im,

[18] : wrote

t'I think you ha.ve f.our.C. t':le solution of a great

problem.

1
'

Gord3n [19]

, the originu.tor of the problem,

concedec"'. that 'j D:;rr Hilbert's proof

~,!38

.J.fter an in:ttial outcry tl;_at Filbert
anc~

:hm~·ever.

not Inath.Hmatics o

9

£:

corJpletel:!

correct~

(i

prooi: 1.-ras theolo:;y

':I have convj_nced myself that: theology

also has ita merits." [9]
:Juring the next t\'.ro years ::-albert continue(1. to vmrk
on

invari~nt

t!v;)cry.

By 1392;

~1j.. s

contrHutions to the

theory virtually closed the final chapter on the subject.
~r

~ost

believe the

important goals of

~he

thaory of

function fields generated by invariants have been o~tainod."
[9]

of

Ec} t·.rrote to f:inko't·!o}d r '·Jho
~mmu

variants

that

11

'=t.7<'1S

nmJ' at the 'Jnivers1 ty

I shall tJ.cfinitely s:ui.t the field of

o •·
< O
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in·~

The young mathematician i.lho has recently established
a position in the German mathematical conu.-nunity nm·r looked
to

matha~atics

target

~

beyond the theory of invariants.

algebraic

Next

theory.

n~~ber

The next three years sa\'J some important changes in
Hilbert 1 s life. · He married and fathered a child.

Eun..ritz 'l'tras

offered a full professorship at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology in Zurich and Hilbert •;-Jas promoted to the rank
of Extraordinarius Vlhich H'..lr"'litz had left vacant.
also became an Extraordinarius at Bonn.

Hinkm,.r ski

Suddenly the two

was separated and Y-onigsberg, to Hilbert at least, transformed into a pure mathematics Antarctic.
there be any daily

~~ apple

tree

~rali: .

1

rio longer Y.lould

'

Around this time Hilbert began his mathematical 'itJ.Ork
on algebraic number theory.
n~'TI.ber

\i!hile Gauss considered classical

theory to be the queen of mathenatics, Hilbert, having

the fortune of SE!eing hm-r that theory developed into algebraic
nlli-nber theory under the efforts of Dirichlet; K~~er [20] ,
~edekind

[21] , and Kronecker [22} , considered
of

to be a structurel\rare . beauty and harmony.

n~~ber theory

Already before

Hurwitz left for Zurich, the discussions of their daily
Happle tree Nalke 1 had been concentrated on algebraic number
theory.

And noH he embarked on this ne"VJ field by presenting

a new proof 6f the unique factorization of rings of integers
into :;>rime ideals in number fields.
~1athematiker

In 1893 7 the Deutsche

~

Vereinigung {German

.\1athematical Society) commissioned Eilbert and

'!'1inko~1ski

to

vrite a report on nu.mber theory to h e completed in h!o years.
Hilbert welcomed this as

~n

opportunity to lay a foundation

for the theory \vhich hitherto had been marked hrith an

over ~

abundance of diverse notations and theorems v:hose proofs
contained gaps.
the theory

~,Jas

But more than that he sa\v that a foundation for
a prcreq:uisi te for a deeper investij ga tion

into algebraic numbers.

For this purpose he read virtually

every paper on number theory published since the time of
Gauss, looking for proofs of theorems ;:v:hose principles are
~
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capable of generalization and the most useful for further
research. n [23]
It was at this time that the

3l~year-old matha~atician

t-!as promoted to the rank of Ordinariut.

But the rising

star in mathematics could not have been satisfied \lith a
professorship in !<onigsberg vlhichr despite its outstanding
traditionv remained outside the scientific malnstream in
Germany.

In. the 'lfJinter of 1894 v the call from Gottingen

finally arrived ~ t~?eber

[24]

'{I:Tas leaving for Strassburg and

Klein had proposed that Hilbert be the successor to the
professorship.

11

You are the man 'lfJhom I need as my scientific

comple:nent because of the direction of your \'lOrk and the
power of your mathematical thinking and the fact that you
are still in the middle of your productive years.
counting on it that you \"Jill give a

ne~.·i'

I am

inner strength

to the mathematical school hereu \1Thich has grm'm continuously
and, as it seens,

~-lill

gro"VJ even more.

'l

This had been a dream come true for Hilbert.

Immediately,

1

he replied that the letter ' has surprised me in the happiest
Hay.

It has opened up a possibility for the realization of

'i.Jhich I might have hoped at best in the distant future and
as the final goal of all my efforts . . • • uu [9

J

Gottingen.

The University of Sottingen, beautifully situated

in a - small town, no,·,r

~'Velcomcd

Hilbert in the spring of 1895

~,

almost 100 years after Gauss in anticipation of the great
scientific cc;mtributions 'i.'lhich he

\'JaS

to offer.

To the

students his unpretentl.ons appearance, unlike Klein's

dig~

nif ied aloofness to \•lhtch they had been accustomed, made him
seem to · be not at all like a professor.

be

StudEmts began to

inpressed by his lectures Hhichv though tripped up by

details and gaps qui to frequently, sa\·.r many ne\'7 ideas developed
·-

rather -extemporaneously and unexpectedly.
The \vork on the numher theory report continued.

But

Hinko~ski's progress on his portion was slow, and by 1896
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\'Then Hilbert had finished his, they agreed that perhaps the
finished portion should be published first. The monumental
report Die T heorie der a lgebraisahen Z ah lkorper appeared
in 1897. Hermann 't'lJeyl ~·Jrote an appraisal of the \vork g nNhat
Eilbart accomplished is infinitely mor8 than the vereinigung
could have expected. Indeed his report is a jewel of mathe~
matical literature. Even today, after almost fifty years, a
study of this book is indispensable for anybody vJho v.Jishes
. ... a 1 geora1.c
1
•
•
:l
[2~:: J
t o mas t cr th
.,e th
.eory or:
numners.
-J

During the next two years, Hilbert talked about nothing
but number fields. Eis last and most important paper (pub~
lished in 1899) in this area, dealing with the theory of
relative abelian extensions of number fields, formulated· the
basic facts about •:class f iE.:lds. ;, This pa::>er, in contrast to
his 'i'!Ork on invariant theory,opened up the field of algebraic
numbers. Some of the vmrld 1 s leading mathematicians in later
decades ~:Jerked on the prohle~as pos.ed. in the · paper. · One need
only mentio!1 names like Takagi [26] C'existence theorem" for
abelian extensions corresponding to generalized ideal class
groups), Hasse [27] (the '1 simple algebran theoretic approach
to class field theory) , Artin [28) (the "Artin Reciprocity
Law"), Chevalley [29] (the concept of ideles and the class
field theory for infinite abelian extensions), and Heeke 30
(the function-·theoretic approach to number theory).
During the period 1898 - 1902, Hilbert's subject of study
vms the foundations of geometry. He \'Tas seized by the idea of
axiomatics. Under the axiomatic approach, geometry became a
hypothetical deductive system. It "t'!as not necessary to kno"t
v:hat a point, a line: or a plane Has. All that ~1as needed
\•Jas to ~Set up axioms for geometry \•.rhich satisfy the conditions
of consistency (so that no contradictory theorems be proved) ,
independence (so that no axiom be redundant) , and completeness
(so that all true theorems could be proved). One could then
argue on a purely formal basis and derive thereby theorems
\1hich vJOuld apply equally 'l:vell to 1tables, chairs, and beer
.., 141 -

mugs.'
geometry

Using this v HilbGrt shm'led that non-Euclidean
\'TaS

as consistent as Euclidean geomc:try and as

consistent as the arithmetic of real numbers.Poincare
com.-rnented on Hilbert's Foundations of geometry, a book
that became an instant classic, that ij' he has made the
philosophy of mathematics take a long step for\<rard . . .

11

Indeed Hilbert 1 s contributions to the axiomatic approach
were not confined to geometry.

He had set an influence

Hhcih engulfed his and later generations 1 attitude to'IJIJards
the whole of mathematics.
Today one finds the axiomatic spirit permeating
through every branch of mathematics
logic•axionatics bGing the object of
axioms -for grou::s 6 ringsp fields,

~

from mathematical
study~

to algebra

~

... : to topology-

the .. steenrod ... Eilenberg axioms for homology Q to analysis -·
axioms for Hilbert space, Banach space , ...

Even his

investigations in the field of physics in later life were
conceived in the axiomatic spirit.
~Thile

the t.A!Ork on geometry '111Jent on, Hilbert presented

in 1899 a result \'!hich virtually salvaged the famous
Dirichlet Principle (concerning solutions of \>That

j_c:

kno'ltm

as the boundary value problem of the Laplace equation) ,
freely used by Riemann in his •.-. roik but later put into
disgrace by

\~1 eierstrass -v:ho

was not alv1ays valid.
of variantionsQ a

si~n

pointed out that the principle

That \•linter; h e lectured on the calculus
that the 37 year old professor's

illathematical interests had no-v..7 diversified further than his
early days at: Konigsberg.
joy and invite adrnira tion.

His lectures continued to bring
vii th

~ UnkmV'ski

and Hurwitz

absent ·~

Hilbert now carried on the tradition of "apple tree walk n with
his students

g

near Gottingen.
throughout.

a tveekly "seminar vlla·lk n into the

~10ods

Lively mathematical discussions dominated

!:lax von Laue

[31]

v1ho \vas then a student f

1

a futur8 Nobel laureate

once said .that t' this man lives in
my memory as perhaps the greatest genuis I ever laid eyes on· " [91

~·
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The future of mathematics.

One of the greatest honors a

mathematician can receive in recognition of his achievements
is an invitation to deliver a najor
national Congress of

addre~;s

at the Inter-

In the year 1900 v

~-Iathematictans.

such an honor •..ras extended to Hilbert

~1hose

r:tatho~

farne in

matics tvas then equaled only by that of Poincare.

The

lecture that he gave \vent dmm in history as one that
anticipatedu predicted, and indeed shaped the future of
r:IathGnatics.

Today 1 more than seventy years after the

delivery of the lectureu we sec in retrospect that a large
part of contemporary mathematics was derived fror:t the lecture.
"History teaches the
scicnc€.

conti:::~.uity

of the development of

Fe knm'! that ev0ry age has its own problems 1 'Nhich

the following age either solves or casts aside as profitless
and replaces by nev-1 ones.

If v!G vJould ot-tain an idea of

the probable developncnt of nathenatical

kno"~;llcdge

in the

irnmediate future 1 Ne must let the unsettled question pass before
our minds and look over the probla."!l.s l •.._rhich the science of
today sets and whose solution 'lrJe expect from the future.

GThe deep significance of certain problems for the
advance of mathematical science in general and .the important
role which they play in the work of the individual investigator
are not to be denied.

As long as a branch of science offers

an abundance of problems, so long is it alive; a lack of
problerns foreshadm·lS extir.ction or the a.E'Ssation M

ind~endenil

development.
"The conviction of the solvability of every mathematical
probler.:J. is a pm1erful incentive to the vmrker.
within us the perpentual call
its solution.

~

There is a

t·Te hear

proble~.

You can find i.t by pure reason, for ir.

thei::tatics there is no ignorabimus. II

[

32

e~inent
1

ma~~

J

T-y.;enty~thrce unsolved problems v1ere posed [32 J

problens have played an

Seek

These

role in the development of

mathe."TTatics ever since, and 'vle mathematicians have often
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measured our progresn by checking v.Thich of Hilbert's
.
·.'
... .
.... ...
..
questions have bceh settled 33
II
The list of names
of contributors to their solutions reads like a roll call
of leading mathematicians, past and present.
Each of the problens

,.,as

marked by the simplicity of its

statement and the significance of its consequences.

The

continuum hypothesis [34]
(Problem 1}, the consistency of
aritrunetic [35] (Preble~ 2} ~ math~~atical treatment of the
axioms of . physics (Problem 6}, the transcendence of certain
nlli~bers [36]
bl~~ 8)

faces

(Problem 7}, the Ria~ann hypothesis

[37]

(Pro-

reciprocity law (Problem 12) [38] 7 ninimal sur=
39
(Problen 20) ~ all t::tcse, anC. others, have
q

proved to be privotal in the development of modern mathe-matics.

Indeed !U.lbert \JOUld be long remembered for just

presenting these problems at the Congress.

And v!ho can

deny that only rnen of his deep insight and calibre "·' Ould
be able to see these problems ae crucj_al for the! evolution
of mathematics? [40]
At the beginning of this centuryq Hilbert lectured on
intcgr9l equations and potential theory.

H-8 \\'as no'!t! so

famous that students from as far a-ti!ay as North &·nerica
came to attend his lectures.
of the American

~1athematj_cal

The recently founded Bulletin
Society featured regularly mathe =

matica.l pourses offered at the University of Gottingen.
Foreign academies elected h:L'TI. t.o membership 1 and he \'Jas
a'!frarded the title of Gehcimrat 1 something like the British
Knighthood.

Included among those v(ho \·J ent to Gottingen in

ansuer to the

s~·!eet

notes of the flute of the Pied Piper

\·Jere Erhard 8c:b.Iilidt [41] , carathe~c.ory [42]
Blumenthal

[43)

u

Zermelo [44] : ~1ax Born

1

[45]

Takagi,
1

and Hermann

We'!J who later \·:rote that as soon as he arrived at Gottingen:
1
'

the doors of a nevl

~rcrorld

s'l.·rung O!!en for me 1 and I rad not sat

long at Eilbert 1 s feet before the resolution formed itself
in my young heart that I must by all means read and study
. man h.ac.
~ v-,rr 1.. tten. t'··
wh a t ever tl11.s

"~
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;-/ J Gottingen

0

~r!as

considered

a

the shrine of pure thought, >G and mathematics students

vJere advised to pack their luggage and go to Gottingen.
In 1902 Minkowski was offered a prof-

Short qeunion.

essorship at Gottingen through a skillful ;aanoeuvre conducted
by Eilbert.

l~fter

a lapse of some years,. the

resu:aed their vieekly v1 alk.
and at

~ Unkm·.rsJ: i

1

t~;lO

friends

Nov! in the conpany of :Unkm-.rski

s suggestionu Hilbert took up the study of

physics - a suhj ect 'l'!hich, second only to num,'l-)er theory,

s !:lind since the tL.-ne of
teachinc:; at Zurich. Their reunion, hm-rcver u turned out
to te short=lived. In January 1909, amidst a display
of intellectual fire\•Jorks by these t"10 distinguished pro -fessors in their discussions of scienceu mathenatics, art;
politics and philosophy 8 Min~owski was striken with a
violent attack of appendicitis.. A fe~:! days later he died v
as rlilbert had t.rrittcn to EurvJitz; I . in tbe full possession
of his vital energyv in the middle of his most joyful work ,
at the height of his scientific creativity. 'l The following day,
Hilbert announced the death of "Unkowski at a class and
uept.
had been occupying

~Hnkm"ski

1

To Gottingen, ::1inkowski 1 s departure v,ras a great loss.
To Eilbert, tho loss of a dear friend was so great that
for some time he was unable to control his grief.
nHe was for ne a gift of the gods -

v10uld seldom fu.ll to a

person~

such a one as

s lot· ·-· and I must be thankful

that I so long possessed it.~~ [8]
Foundations of

~1athomatics

.

Hilbert continued to ~..,ork on

physics through the first \'lorld vmr.
Noether
f~aale

[46]

l'\.round this time r.mmy

arrived at Gottingen, and :Cecarnc ths fir·st

Privatdozent in the history of a German university;

despite initial opposition from the university administration.
?.~oether

represented a

ne~·J

genr3.tion of Cottingen :mathematicians ;

and she v.ms destined to make an indelible mark on the ma thc<matics of the ti¥entieth century.
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l'o.1nong the students \1-Jho came

from Folland and r~mi 1

to her v1ere van der r·Jaerden [ 4 7}

Artin from Austria. ':'he three of them literally shaped
what vm knot•J today as :"r.todern algebra. '"
But Bllbert ~ s interest had
founda ticns of raa the...T'1a tics.
sho~I'Jed

n0\'11

shifted to the

As •3ar ly as 1900, he had

that geooetry Nas as consistent as the arithnetic of

numbers.

l·mat about the consistency of the latter?

Ee raised this as the second on the list of his 23 famous
rroblens·.

And 'ilhat about set theory 3 the subject 't:lhich "t-las

developed by Georg Cantor [48]

in the late nineteenth

century and which had met many objections and criticisms 3
notably from Kronecker and Poincar~, because of the
a~parently unresolvable antinomies present within it
Hilbert~

[49} ?

s philosophy of mathematics had ahmys been

one of optimism. · He had long opposed Kronecker .' s idea that
the integers form the foundation of arith..tUetic and that
construction by means of a finite nurnr:-er of integers i:las
therefore the only possible criterion of mathematical
existence. · Similarly, he had always b:::-lieved that the
consistency of nuraber theory; hence the mathematics, could
be given a '''holly rigorous mathe:o:tatical rroof.

At the

1904 International Congress of I1athe.'naticians held in

Eeidelber0Y he propounded these ideas and insisted that
mathematics

11

Can and must" have a foundation.

Kronecker; v1ho

~reposed

Thus unlike

to put great restrictions on

matics and mathc:watical methodsr Hilbert believed,

mathe ~

·.~lith

Cantor? that the essence of mathematics is its freedom;
v,ri thout ".i'lhich the continuing evolutionary process of t)J.e
subject -vJould be jeopardized.
It is worthwhile to note that the ideas put forth. by
Hilbert in 1904 tJas a particularly bold one.

The general

sentiment tovmrds set theory had ahJays been less than
sympathetic - :')artly because of the strangeness of Cantor ~s
ideas, partly because of the attacks launched by Kronecker
and Poincar~ 1 and partly because of the various antinomies
discovered. In 189 5 Hinkot•Jski had lectured on Cantor 1 s theory
of the infinite, and that again had been a bold
•'

.

!

~ove.

"Later histories will call Cantor one of the deepest mathe-146-...

-

maticians of this time,~ Minkowski said.[9]
By the end of the second decade of the 20th Centuryu the
state of u•foundational studicS 10

[so]

and Hhitehead

[51]

itlaS

in disarray.

Etussell

had published their Pl'inaipia

Mathematiaa in the atta'npt to found mathematics on logic,
an attempt toJhich vvas not successful and received :r.lixed
reactions. Brouv1er [52] had abandoned his distinguished
vork. on topology and expounded in all fervour his philosophy
of mathematics in the form of intuitionism , denouncing
even one of the most basic principles of (two-valued) logic
... the la'i.-T ot excluded middle [53] . To Eilbert, if Brom1e r v s
vie~,,rs ,.; ere st.rictly adhered to v a major part of classical
mathematics ~,.rould have to be revrirtten or abandoned and
Cantor's theory of infinite sets \vould have to be given
up ··· and sue:·. ~~ mutilation ': of mathematics was unacceptable
to him. To solve the foundational prob lem in a \•ray that
u as satisfying u he proposed ·tG formalize mathe..'lliltics by
introducing symbols for concepts and relations; and axioms
for general mathematical theories and deducing; via principles
of logicv theorems involving the given symbols. This is
certainly reminiscent of his treatment of the foundations
of geometry
But in this case his programme -vras much more
ambitious g from such formalism he proposed to prove firstly
the consistency of ar i thr..1et.ic u - of set theory 1 eventually of
mathematics; and secondly their completeness. One could see
from here the drastic difference of attitude. on the foundation s
of mathE:lmatics h<.:.:ld by the hw leading mathematicians of the
time ~ Poincare had sided r."!ith Kronecker and referred to
set theory as Han interesting pathological case. ~ He also
predicted that li later generations v!ill regard Cantor 1 s theory
(
as a disease from "lt.Jbich one has recovered [54] . n Filbert
o

on the other hand praised that Cantor's -vJOrk. \rJas " the most
astonishinc_; product of mathcmatfcal thought; one of the most
beautiful realizations of hwnan activity in the domain of
the purely intelligible," and e' no one shall expel us from
the paradise t<Ihich Cantor creatGd for us."

=
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During the year 1920-30, Hilbert and his students
Ackermann [56] : and Bernays

[57] ,

together 'il:'ith the

youz:.g von EeUl:tann [50] , evolved what is knm·m as p-roof

theory to study methods of establishing tll.e consistency
of formal syster.1s.

Their Hark demonstrated the consistency

of a number of formal syste.t-ns, but then in 1931 u Godel [59]
dealt a death hlm1 to tho Hilbert progra:n by sho-vring that
any axiom;;ttization of nur.1ber theory '.las necessarily
incomplete, and that the consistency of nu."'lber theory
could not be ;_->roved \'rithin the
consistent.

~xioi'latizati.on

if i.t .uere

·A startlin<J corollary of Sodel c s ~·York Nas

that the intuitively certain (for example; ti1.e consistency
of number theory) goE:'s further than matb.ematical proof.
·::>espi te such sethacks J a mE>..;.1lber of the Filbert school,
Gentzen [60] did show in 1936, by ncans of transfinite
inductionv the consistency of nurnber theory and therefore
of set theory, l::•ut this
pro':jra.r:t.

\~!ent

WCIS

beyond ttrhat J\allov;ed in Hilbert's

Under the efforts of Zermelo, Frenkel [611 , von

l!eur.1ann~ Godel, and recently Co~:wn

[62]

c

8et theory flourished

and became an accepted discipline of mati1c.:-aatics u thus giving
Hilbert one triumph over Poincare.
=ng of an Era.

By 1928, he was 66 and Eilbert•s career was

nid 1920us.
almost over.

[63]

c

Eilbert's health starteu to deteriorate in the
In that year, througb. the efforts of Courant

a nev1 building for the :' Iathcr"1atical Institute of the

University of Gottingcn ;:qas

com~-,leted.

r:;,,,o years later, he

retired frora the prof essorsl1i:? -;,,rhich he held for the ;?ast
35 years.

Eis

" fare~ell

lecture :.

~as,

once agakn after

Bore than 40 years, on the theory of invariants 7 the subject
broug~t

vrhich

hin initial fame.

Strasse 11 in honor of hii1.

Jl.. street \vas nanecl t·Hilbert

And. the city of Konigsbercr

av;rarc~cd

hirn an honorary citizenship.
~

collection of E5.lbert 's l:.Tork \'as edited and the first

vola-:1e 8 consisting entirely of number theory ; Has presented

to him ore his scventie·th birthday.

A party in tho

~1athc ..·

:matical Institute \\1as helc:. that evening v and a procession
of students carrying torches marched to the building and
shcuted for Hilbert.

That \·ms the: highest honor that a

ryro~ ·

fessor could receive from students.
~he

year of his seventieth birthday marked; unfortunately,

the beginning of the dissolution of the Eilbert School at
Gottingcm.

In thG :EollmJin<J January, Adolf Eiltcr Has

appointed chancellor of Germany.

Immediately cqmo the

order that all Jews holding any sort of teaching positions
should be removed from the universities.

Hithin a fep

months, mathc:>..::aaticians and physicists at Gottin0en packed
up and left.

By late sumrrter

Courant, Landc.u

[64}

r

alnost everyone \\ras gone.

u

Noether 7 Dernays, Born u 'iveyl and

many others either c.'"r•.:i.qrated to the United States cr
Svd.tzerlandu or re.:-:-aained in Germany hut

~"7ithout

Filbert started to lead a secluded life.
began to lapse.

johs.
Pis mE>..raories

The visitors "t<Tho came to talk to him about
~1ore

na.thematics found hi:n responding atten.tivelyv but
politely than intelligently.

":1a thEillla tical activities at the

University v1ere h<.)W ninilnal.

:·r18n once asked by

3.

Nazi

ninister about reathe.:.-:1atics at Gotti.nger..u he replied, '1 therc
is really none anymore." [9]
In the spring of 1943; Filbert died at the age of 31"

"'l'he report of Eilbert 1 s death brought up again the
v·Jhole Gottingen past for me 1

Hermann vJeyl vJrote fro:m

,;

Princeton., UoS.lL: to the Hidm·; of
great lucY: to grov.: up in the

~r~ost

~-!ink.o·.1ski;

"I had the

beautiful years "I'Jhe n

Eilbert and your husband both stood in the prime of their
povrer.
that

b~Jo

I believe it has very scldo:r.1 happcnec in nathe.,-·-natics
men exercised such a strong and ma'}ic influence on a

whole generation of students.
t.ime. r.: [9]

It was a beautiful, brief

Thus the brilliant radiance that
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i~mj_tted

from the

Univeristy of Gottingen shone for almost half a century.
!t slowly flickered and eventually disappeared from the
dark. sky over Hazi Germany. ~::hat Hilbert bequeathed to the
r:1ath~-natical

Norld, hoNever, \'Jill renain for many centuries

to come.
Hilbert knew no prejudice - be it age, racial, national,
or sexual. To hLrn there 't•Jere only two kinds of scientists ~
those who produced works of recognized l;Jorth, and those Nho
did not. Re \'.r as ahmys reaC.y to accep t ne~J ideas and was
most i..rapressed by \llha t he did not yet knov.J . In him there
was no snobbish attitude of pretended indifference 1 often
manifested by mathematicians of much lesser quality

C con~
1

de.r:ming everything that they do not knm•r 1 1' as Hilbert once
said) .
f.::t~nous

Ee ""lOrked enorr.1ously hard 1 and often quoted the
saying '~ genius is industry o u• He ·pas furthermore a

spiritual leader.

As Hermann Feyl said u ·' under the influence

of his dominating pOl<?er of suggestion one readily considered
i..Dportant whatever he didr his vision and experience inspired
confidence in the fruitfulness of the hints he

d ropped. ~~

65

His openness and eagerness to learn and work attracted
scientists of the highest calibre o
one found around

l'~'ith

him at the center,

him a circle of dedicated scholars 't·Jho

in joint competitive aspiration of related aims stimulated
one another.

':'he Hilbert influence w-as universal.

The

tremendous developnent of Araerican mathematics since the
second v-ror ld

~·Tar

owed not only to me n

~Tho

't'Jent to the Ne\>7

l·Iorld after Hitler 1 s persecution of Je"'rs 1 b ut also to the
precedent set by Hilbert's style of scientific endeavours
at Gottingenl' where free -·spirited discussions dominated
throughout and research, not teaching u Na.s the
o~jective.

The

establis~8ent

prir.:~e

of the Institute for Advanced

Study in Princeton in 1931 vras a testimony to Hilbert 1 s
impact on
~-tore

Ame~ican

mathematics.

than anything else f Filbert Nas an optimist.
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Ee

believe that each and every mathematical statement could
either he established or its impossibility da~onstrated.
':'his belief he repeu.ted many tiraes in the vmrds ':lf.Tir
mussen vlissen. Nir ,..,erden ~:,.:issen. 'e {"Pe :::lust knm,?. tl!e
shall kno~tJ . 91 )

Notes

[ 1]

Hermann 'Neyl {1885·-·1955) 1 German~~American matha'Ua =
tician~ studied and taught at Gottingen, emigrated
to America to become one of the founding me~bers of
the Institute for li.dvanced Study in Princeton ; contributed to function theory on Riemann surfaces,
unified field theory of 0ravitation and electricityf
and eigenvalue problems of differential equations.

[2 J Henri Poincare (1854 - 1912), leading French

matherna~

tician of 19th century; studied at Ecole Polytechnisuc
and taught at the University of Paris;: see C. T. Chong,
"Notes on Hathe..'Tiaticians : 4. Pcnri Poincare, 11 this
Medley, vol. 4, No. 1, 1976g 13 - 34.

[3]

Bernhard Riemann {1826-1866), German mathematician;
studied at Gottinqen and became t~e successor of
Dirichlet there~ contributed to function theory with
far~reaching consequences in nuraber theory, topology
and differential geometry.

L41

Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777~1855), German mathematician,
studied and taught at Gottingen; contributed signifi·~
cantly to almost every branch of pure and applied
mathe...'1W.tics; See C. 'I'. Chong, 11 Notes on I1athernaticians
1. Carl Fried.rich Gauss " , this Medley, vol 3, ~o. 1,
197 6 v

(5]

6 ~" 10.

Nm·J Kaliningrad ; became a Russian city after the Potsdam
Con~ention in 1945.

~
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[ 6]

Leonhard Euler (1707 - 1783), S..-Jiss-·F.uosian mathema ~·
tician ; probai::' ly the most prolific

::~.atherJatician

in history; contributed to number theory 1 analysis,
lKonigsb erg Bridge Proble..'TI'1

1

astronony 9 and solved the

\·?hich marked the birth of topology.

[7]

I~'Tianuel Kant

(1724 - 1804)v a leading philosopher

of the 18th century ; prorounded the idea of

ll

synthetic

- analytic " distinction in the theory of knowledge.

[31

German term for a school which offers a "mental gymnastici'
for school boys.
emphasized.

The study of Latin and Greek v-1as

Students v upon graduation, \•rould enter

university.

[9]

Constance Reid, Hilbert, Sprincrer ~Verlag, Ne'V7 York,

1970.
[10

1

Carl Jacobi (1804 - 1351)

v

8erman mather:tatician; · con-

tributed to elliptic and abelian functions, numrer
theory, dynamicsv algebra.
[11}

Karl li!eierstrass (1815 - 1897) ; German mathenatician;
cor-tributee to the theory of functions; taught at
a high school and talent was ndiscovered p ; . later
taught at the University :of Derlin.

[12)

Franz Neu.rnann (17 98 .. 1395) , Gcrnar. rna themu.tician;
taught at Konigsberg; also contributed to physics
and minerology; divised the first mathematical theory
of electrical induction.

[13]

Hermann ~1inkm11ski (1364·-·1909), Iierman mathematician;
taught at Bonn, Zurich, and Gottingen1 contributed
to nu.'1lher theory and nathernatical p::,.ysicso

[14]

Adolf HurHitz (1859~·1919)

1

Serman ~athcr.1atician;

tau0ht at Konigs~erg, Zurich 1 contributed to number
thsory and analysis.
[ 15}

In the pred~rJar German acadEl.-raic systernv a doctor of

~
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philosophy is required to produce another original
piece of vmrk for the title of ;; Hab ilitation..
He
would then be avmrded the rank of Privatdozent': t;vith
the privilege to lecture in the university vrithout
pay. He \'/Oulclu hovrever, collect fees from students
attending his lectures. Upon recognition c£ his
'1-Jork and abilities; !1e ">;JOuld receive the salaried
post of an Extraordinarius (assistant professor) •
The final goal would be an ~rdinariant (full professorship) .
IQ

11

Pelix Klein (1849~1925), German mat~a~atician; taught
at Leipzig and Gottingen; contributed to the theory
of automorphic functions and Rianann surfaces.
[17]

P. G. Lejeune Dirichlet (1805 ·,1359), Gernan :-aatherna~,
ticiant studied and succeeded Gauss at Gottingen;
contributed to analysis and number theory.

[18]

Arthur Cayley (1821 ~ 1895); English math~~atician ;
taught at Ca.-i.,JJriG.gc ; contributed to the theory of
alJebraic invariants.

[19]

Paul Gordan (1837 ~ 1921), German mathematician ~ contributed to the theory of invariants.

[20]

Ernst Eduard Kun:uner (1310·~ 1893), German mathematician;
taught at Berlin , contributed to nQ~ber theory by
inventing "ideal numbers" and giving partial solutions
to Fermat 1 s Last Theor~m ; originator of modern algebraic
number theory.

[21]

Richard 9edekind (1831 - 1916) 1 last student of Gauss
at Gottingenu taught at Gottingen, zurich, and later
at a technical high school for fifty years~ contributed to number theory and the foundations of analysis.

[22]

Leopold Kronecker (1823 ~ 1891), German mathematician,
taught at Berlin;-contributed to number theoryr once
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re~arked

that he had S?ent more tine thinking about

philosophy than about

mathenatics~

a controversial

figure who Fas opposed to the mathematics of 'V'Jeierstrass in analysis, and to that of Dedekind and
Cantor in the foundations of analysis and set theory.
[23}

Cf. preface to his Theorie der algebraischen ZahZ-

korper.

[24]

Feiprich Keber

(1342·~ 1913}

p

Gernan mathematician;

taught Hilbert at T{onigsberg and later taught at
Gottingen; contributed to the theory of numbers.
[25]

Hermann Peyl, :'David Hilbert and his
\-.'ork'·

v

mathematical

B uZ Zetin of the American Mathematical Society,

vol. 5u 1944, 612.,654.

[26]

Teiji Takagi (1875<""1960); Japanese mathematician.,
studied and taught at Gottin<}en Falso taught at
'Tokyc; contributed to algebraic number theory.

[27

J

Eelmut Hasse (born 1898}

German mathenatician;

v

studied and taught at Gottingen; contributed to
al0ebraic number theory.
[28]

Emil Artin (1898·=1962} ,. German mathematician,
studied at Gottingen , taught at Hamh•.1rg and later
at Princeton, U.S.A.; returned to Hamburg during
his

last years;

contributed to algebra, topology;

anC. num:-:,er . theory.

[29]

Claude Ci.1.evalley (born 1909} z French

mathe~atician;;

studied under Artin at Hamburg ; a founder r:tcmber of
Bourbaki (a group of c.istinguished French mathematicians
vJho published mathematical treatises under this
pseudonF:i.); taught at Princeton.., Columbia, and nov.r
at University of Paris; contributed to algebraic
number theoryr algebraic geometry.
[30]

Erich Heeke

(1887~1947} u

German

math~~atician;

assistant to Hilbert at Gottingen and later taught
~·
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at Getting en, Hamburg; con tr ibu ted to mmtber theory.
[31)

Hax von I.raue (1879~1960} , German physicist; studied
at Gottingen and taught at Zurich, Berlin; received
Nobel Prize in physics (1914} for 't>rork on diffusion of
x-rays in crystals.

[32]

David Hilbert, nuathematical problems C'

1

l3 ul let in

0

f the

American Mathematiea l Society, vol 8, 1902 u 437--445 f
478~479.
Reprinted in Mathematical developments
arising from Hilbert problems (edjted by Felix Browder),
Proceedings of Sy:nposia in Pure

~1athematics r

vol. 28 8

A1nerican 1\.iatha-natical Society, 19i7E.

[33)

Hermann Neyl

~

i:)).

half "'·'century of mathematics; ;vAmerican

Mathematical MonthZy 3 vol. 58, No. 8, 1951, p.l25.
[34

J

The

continuQ~

hypothesisv introduced by Canter; states

that every uncountable set of real nlli-:toers can be put
into one-to-one correspondence with the set of all real
nunhcrs.
[35

J

The problem of the consi.stency of arithr:letic seeks

to establish by mathematical argu.-:1ent the consistency
of the theory of numbers.
[36]

For example, is the n~~ber
:tt least irrational)?

2V2

transcendental (or

I~

other v1ords, can it satisfy
n
n-1
an equation of the type ax
+a 1'\r• 1 x
+ ... + a 1 x
n

[37}

Rie.-nann had, in the course of his Pork on the dis =

tribution of ::;>rime nu.rnbers, introduced the zeta
function

+
r.·1 here s is a complex nurnher.

e

eo

+ 1 s + ..•
n

He had conjectured that

the only time vThen 1; (s) == 0 \·lith s lying on the rj_ght
. '

rla~e

hand side of the complex is :td1en the real part of s is
A
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~.

equal to

This conjecture ., no'i...: knoun as the

:'?.ie."Tlann Hypothesis r

"t.'!aS

once called by Hilbert

" the most i:::tportant prob lc::a in mathematics."

Since

Hilbert 1 s time,. tremendous progress had been made
on this :9rob lem.

Andr.e·· Heil (born 1906); another

mer1ber of Bourbaki ' nov1 at the Institute for Advanced
Study, Princeton sh.O¥Jed (1943) that the Riemann
Hypothesis is true in the case of function fields .over a finite fielc1; :Jerman Levinson

(1912 ~ 1975}

of

the -:·l assachusetts Institute of Technology shm·md
(1973) that at least one third of the zeroes of

z;;(s) have real parts equal

to~.

8ome~:;hat

earlier

the young Belgi.an mathcr.1 atician Pierre Deligne
/

(born 1946) , now at the Institute des Hautes Etudes
ScieDtifiques in Paris, proved tho fru-nous Tf:'eil conjecture

~ 1hich

is e ssentially the Riemann P.ypothesis

for var ioties over finlte fields.

C'f" E.

~ 1.

FdHards:

Riemann's zeta function_, Acader:tic Iress, 1974 , for a
history of this hypothesis.
The reciprocity lavv u originated from Gaussu states
certain relationsh ips betr'lee:r:. integers and integral
solutions of quadratic equations.

Since Eilbert 0 s

time 1 more and more "general :l reciproci:ty lav,r s have
been :found , evolving into 't'Jh.at is

J"'O\.-,r

called "' class

field theory :; \'lhich is amons the deepest subjects
in mathematics.
The mininal surface

preble~

seeks to find a surface

of least area among all surfaces having a prescribed
boundary.
[ 40]

For more details of recent dev12lopments of the Hilbert
proble~s, see the symposilli~ volume cited in [32]

[41]

Erhard Schmidt

(1876~1959) 0

.

German mathematicianr

studied at Gottin<]en and taug!1t at Berlin ~ contr l.buted
to analysis 7 topology 1 numher theoryo
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[42]

/

Constantin Caratheodory

(1373 ~ 1950),

Grcek·-Serman

mathematician; studied at Gottingen and taught at
Berlin, Munich1 contri;:>uted to function theory.
[43]

Otto Blumenthal {1876 - 1944); German mathematician;
Has Hilbert's oldest student at Gottingen; contributed
to nwnber theory.

[44]

Ernest Zer!Tielo (1871 .,·1953): German mathe..raatician;
studied at G~ttingen and was one of the originators
of the

(45]

Zermelo ~ Fraenkel:

Hax Born (1882·~1970)

i

ax:i.oma tic set theory.

German physicist ; studied and

taught at Gottingen; co--vdnner of nobel Prize for
physics (1954) for his statistical studies of 'tvave
functions.
(46]

ETIL'ny !J.oether (1882 =1935), German mathematician F

studied at Cottingen; taught at Gottingen and
Bryn ~ 1a~:lr 1 U.S .r...
algebra. I:
[47]

;

a major contributor to "modern

B. L. Vander Waerden (horn 1903·),

Dutch - Ger~an

m.:tthcmatician ! studied and tau']'ht

at Gotti:1gen f

contributed to algebra.

[48]

Georg Cantor (1845 - 1918)

v

German mathematician ,

best kno,,;n for his invention of set theory; suffered
several nervous breakdm·ms due to opposition of several
mathematicians to his theory, died in a mental hospital.

[49]

Antinomies, for example, of the form ~ 0 the set of all
sets v!hich are not me.rnbers of thense.lves.

[so]

Bertrand Russell {1872-1970)

~

with

~'

~hitehead

considered

to !:le tHo of the r:1ost influential :rritish phi los •phcrs.
of ·the present cnetury ' studied and taught at Cambridge,
Harvard; received NobelP:tize for literature in 1952.
[51}

Alfred North v7hitehead (1861=1947), taught Russell
at Cambridge ; later became professor at Harvard.
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[52]

L. E. Jo Brouwer (1881-1966), Dutch mathematician;

taught at the University of Amsterdam, contributed
to topology and the philosophy of mathematics.
[53

J

The lavr of excluded middle s·tates that, independently
of hu.'nan knov-1ledgc, every statement is either true
or false.
/

[54]

Henri Poincare, Oeuvres (Collected

..

Vorks)~vol.

5,

19-23.

[ss]

David Hilbert, "Uber das Unendliche" (~on the Infinite")

[56]

f

Mathematisahe Annalen, vol. 95, 1926.

l'!ilhelm Ackermann (1896~1962), German mathematician,
studied at Gottingen;; contributed to mathematical
logic.

[57]

Paul Bernays (born 1888), German mathematicianc
studied and taught at Gottingen; contributed to
mathematical logic.

[58]

John von Neumann (1903-1957)

7

Hungarian-American mi;!t:1e=·

matician; contributed to vario~s branches o£ pure
and applied mathematics and computer science; one
of the founding members of the Institute for Advanced
Study, Princeton; see Y. Ko Leong, n~Notes of Hathe =
maticians ~ 3. John von Neumann", this Medley, vol. 3,
No. 3, 1975, 90·~106.
[59]

Kurt Godel (born 1906) r A'ij:str-tan-ll..merican mathematician;
studied at Vienna and pow a permanent member of the
Institute £or Advanced Study, Princeton, sh0\->7ed the
consistency of the continuum hypothesis 'V \'i'Ork on logic
created great impact on the foundations of mathematics.

[60]

Gerhard Gentzen (1909=1945) v German mathematicianp
studied at Gottingen;. contributed to mathematical
logic.

[61]

Abraham Ao Fraenkel (1891=1966), Israeli rnathematdcian;

~
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taught at the Hebrel,r University of Jerusale..rn1
inventor of the Zermelo-·Fraenkel set theory.

co ~

Paul J. Cohen (born 1934) p American mathe~atician;
studied at Chicago and nm11 professor at Stanford!
awarded Fields Medal {1966) by the International
Congress of :'!athematicians for the proof of the
independence of the continuma hypothesis> also
contributed to harmonic analysis and partial
differential equations.

[63}

Richard Courant (1888 - 1972), Ger;:nan =·~-rnerican mathematician ; studied and taught at Gottingen, New
York, emigrated to United States during the war;
contributed to applied mathematics and minimal
surfaces.

[64]

Edmund Laudau (1877=1938), 3er:man mathematician3
taught at Gottinc;en, contributed to num::>er theory.

[65]

Hermann \iJeyl, '"Obituary of David Hilbert, 11 in
~oyal Society of London, Obituary Notices of
Fellows 3 vel. 4~ No. 13, 1944, 547 - 552.
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